The referee read very carefully the paper and we think that many of her/his comments will help us to improve substantially the quality of the work. For this reason we want first of all thanks the referee.

Comments to “critical points”

In her/his report the referee states: 

1. The experimental results of the paper rely on the decisions of 10 subjects per treatment( and all 10 subjects per treatment interact with each other each round. The differences concerning the results in the two treatments need to be confirmed with more data.

Comment:

· When we chose the number of subjects in our experiment we where puzzled as there is a clear trade-off between the cost of the experiment and the number of observations we can get. For this reason and since we had a reasonable large amount of money for the experiment( we decided to recruit a number of subjects (per treatment) that was not smaller than the number of subjects recruited in the most prominent experimental literature on herd behavior and informational cascades. Anderson and Holt (1997) recruited 15 subjects per treatment( Allsopp and Hey (2000) demonstrated that 7 subjects are enough to observe herding( Hung and Plott (2001) in their generalization of Anderson and Holt analysis recruited 10 subjects per treatment. Hence( in accordance with previous experiments on herding and informational cascades we decided to recruit 10 subjects per treatment. For this reason we strongly believe that 10 subjects is an adequate number of subjects in order to study informational cascades.
2. Table 2 on page 11 is not well explained. It remains unclear what the numbers beneath “whose cascades” mean and how the differences in the numbers can be explained.

Comment:

· We agree with the referee( we will explain in more detail the figures in the table.

3. Author states on page 12 that “cascades behaviour is rather fragile […](  and that often they also choose to play against their own signal”. Here( a more detailed analysis would be appropriate( including a comparison with behavior of subjects in other cascade experiment.

Comment:

· We agree with the referee( we will add a comparison with previous cascade experiments.

4. The term “ex-ante” –earnings is somewhat misleading as it does not refer to the expected earnings( but to expected earnings given the actual signal realizations.
Comment:

· We agree with the referee( we will change the misleading “ex-ante” – earnings with a more appropriate term.
5. The ex-ante-earning in position 1 should be (almost) equal in T1 and T2( however( the difference is pretty big( as can be inferred from table 3. Chance seems to play a major role here( and is potentially driving the results. It is not clear( whether the different results of the treatments are due to systematic differences in behavior or to chance. This can be seen in figure 1. The starting points at position 1 are expected to be equal in both treatments( however( they are not. Maybe one should use the same signals in both treatments( or increase the number of independent observations in order to mitigate the influence of signals.

Comment:

· Concerning this point we might use a measure that corrects for the signal in a way that overcomes the problem raised by the referee.
6. At later stages in the cascade( the winning percentages in the two treatments become very similar (see figure 1). This is surprising( in particular as there are more wrong cascades in T1 than in T2. Authors do not elaborate on this fact.

Comment:

· We agree with the referee that this aspect deserves to be further elaborated.

7. In the econometric analysis authors run a probit estimation( assuming independent observations. However( all 100 observations per treatment stem from the same 10 subjects. Furthermore( the subjects interact with each other in each round. Thus( the assumption of independence is not appropriate and might lead to incorrect conclusions. An econometric method that accounts for dependence might also eliminate the very peculiar result of a significantly negative impact of correctwon.

Comment:

· This kind of analysis is quite standard in cascades experiments: Anderson and Holt (1997) used a logit estimation. Also in Hung and Plott (2001) a logit model was used. In a different kind of experiment( where similar caveats on the independence of the observation can be raised( Friedman (1999) and Slembeck and Tyran (2002) used a probit to study subjects learning. Additionally( in our experiment( the order in which subjects have to play changes randomly in each period. Subjects do not know who played before them( but they can observe the previous actions of other subjects.  If we consider 2 periods and assume that we have 5 subjects i.e. A( B( C( D( E: in the first period subject A plays first (she/he observes her/his own signal and chooses her/his action)( then B( which observes subject’s A action but does not know that it was subject A to take this action( gets a signal and finally chooses her/his action. The game goes on until subject E has made her/his decision. In the second period the order is randomly changed e.g. C( E( A( D( B. It is clear that the problem that each subject has to face is a different one.     
8. The treatment dummy T2 should have a different impact( depending on which stage are considered. In the first 4 stages the impact should be negative( in the later stages it should be positive. Thus( not accounting for the different stages confounds the effect.

Comment:

· This is a very good comment; we have to re-run the estimation using a structural break.  
